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- UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICER 
CLARENCE J’. coBERLY, RoRER'r o. WULFF, AND WALTER‘ H. HOLLAND,‘ OF LOS - 

-ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, ASSIGNORS, BY MESNE'ASSIGNMENTS, TO UNION GAR 
RinE AND CARBON RESEARCH 

YQRK. ACETYLENE GENERATOR. > 

LABORATORIES, INC., A CORPORATION_ OF NEW" 

Application ?led July 3, 1926. Serial No. 120,379. 

This invention relates to oxyacetylene 
welding equipment, and it relates particu 
larly to an acetylene generator. _ ~ 

A. common form ‘of acetylene generator 
5 has a generating chamber containing water 

into which calcium carbide is fed by suitable 
feeding mechanism in order to generate 

‘ acetylene gas. ' - 

Torches (or other apparatus which burn 
10 acetylene) operatemore satisfactorily if the 

acetylene gas is at a uniform pressure; hence 
it is desirable that the gas pressure in the 
generator be kept reasonably uniform.‘ - 

It is accordingly an object of this inven 
15 tion to provide an acetylene generator hav 
_ ‘ ing a" mechanism for operating the feed 

mechanism, in order to feed carbide into the 
generating chamber in a manner to main 
tain the acetylene gas pressure reasonably 

20 uniform. _ 
It is another object‘ of this invention: to 

provide in an acetylene chamber a feeding 
means operated by, -mechanism, ‘ having a. 
novel form of valve which is operated b ‘the 
pressure of the acetylene gas, for supp ying 
a sufficient amount of gas to the feeding 
mechanism which is gas-operated so that it 
will feed carbide into said generating cham 
ber‘at a rate to keep the gas pressure of the 
‘generator within‘ said maximum and mini 
mum pressures. ‘ . 

It is another object of this invention to 
provide an acetylene generator- having _an 
operating mechanism in which the feeding 
means may be continuously 0 rated when 
gas is'being uniformly drawn‘ rom the gen 
erator.v , - 

It is‘an object of this invention to provide 
an acetylene chamber having manually o - 
'erable meansifor o crating t e carbide fee - 
ing means thereo . - - ' 

It is another object of this invention to 
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provide an acetylene generator having manu-v 
ally operable means for disconnecting the 
gas motor andfeed means. 
ment provides a means for ‘arresting the 
feeding of carbide to the generating chamber 
at any time during the operation of the gen 
erator. . ’ 

This arrange- ' 

The carbide hopper is in direct communi 
cation with the generating chamber which 
contains water. The generated gas usually 
contains some moisture, It isdesirable to 
keep this gas from the- carbide when the 
generator is not in use so that the carbide 
will not be deteriorated by the moisture con 
tained in the gas. ' 

4 

' It is an obJect of thisinventionto provide 
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an acetylene generator having a valve for - 
optionally 
generating chamber and the carbide hopper. 

It is a’ further, object ofthis invention to 
provide an acetylene generator havingmeans 
for causing said valve to close said opening, 
which means also disengages said feeding 
means from the gas motor and the manually 
operable means. i _, ' 

. It‘ is'another object of this invention to 
provide an acetylene chamber having a valve 
adapted to close the vpassage between the - 
carbide hopper and the generating chamber, 
and means for. adjusting the open position of' 
said valve so as to vary the exact size of said 
passe e, thus accommodating the chamber 
to di erent sizes of carbide. - 

_ It is’ a still further‘- object of this inven 
tion to provide an acetylene chamberhaving 
a‘ feedingemeans and'a valve for closing the 
passage tween the carbide ho per and. the 
generatingchamber, and a sha t for operat 
ing both the feedin means andthe valve. 

It is a- still furt er object of this inven 
tion to provide a carbide feeding means 
having a ?xed .table upon which carbide 
from the carbide hopper is deposited, and 
flexible arms adapted to traverse the sur 
face of the table in a manner to yielding en 
age the carbide lying thereon and to sweep 

it from the table at a uniform rate. , 
Other objects and advantages of this in 

vention will be apparent in the following 
speci?cation and accompanying drawings in 

' which, ~ 

Fig. 1 is a fragmentary vertical section 
taken‘ through a preferred embodiment of 
our invention. - 

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary vertical sectional 
view taken on the line 2-—2 of Fig. 1, show 

closing the opening between the 60 
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ing the ~shaft for actuating the carbide valve, 
and feed mechanism, the shaft being 
so as to close the carbide'valve. _ 

Fig. 3 is a fragmentary plan view of the 

raised 

5 improved acetylene generator of our inven- ‘ 
tion taken in the direction of the arrow 3 
in Fig. 5.- ' ' ‘ i 

Fig. 4 is a ‘fragmentary section taken on 
. the lines 4-4 of Figs. 2 and‘ 3. 
v Fig. 5 is a fragmentary front elevational 

‘ view of the generator ‘showing manual con 
trol means for the carbide valve and ‘feed 
mechanism. ‘ ' 

Fig. 6 is-a fragmentary vertical sectional 
15 view on the line 6+6 of Fig. 3'. 

Fig. 7 is; an enlarged sectional view of the 
valve seat‘ shell and control valve shown in 
Fig. 6. < . ¢ 

Fig. 8 is‘ a fragmentary vertical sectional 
20 view showing the motor-actuating andiidle 

outlets for ‘gas entering the motor chamber 
and being taken on the line 8-8 of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 9 .is a fragmentary horizontal sec 
tional view taken on the line 9—9 of Fig. 1, 
and showing an under plan View of the rub 
ber carbide valve seat.- . . 

Fig. 10 is a fragmentary vertical sectional 
view similar to the lower portion of Fig. 1 

- and showing the carbide valve in closed 
30 position. - 

Fig. 11 is a horizontal sectional view taken 
on the line 11~"—11 of Fig. 10 and showing 
vthe carbide feeding mechanism in plan. ._ 

Fig. 12 is a vertical sectional view taken 
35-on the line 12—12 of Fig. 11 and showin‘o' 

the mounting of the valve actuating'shaft 
in its lower bearing. - . 
Referring to the drawings in detail, the 

acetylene generator 1 shown in. Fig. 1 has 
40 a gas generating tank 10 formed by a bot 

tom 11 and a continuous side ~wall 12. A 
valved nipple 13 is tapped .into the wall 12 
through which water 14 is admitted into the 
tank '10 to the level 15 of the nipple 13. 

45 An annular horizontal ?ange 16 is provided 
at the upper'end of-the ‘wall 12 which sup 
ports a connecting ?ange 18 of a cover cast 
ing 19. Bolts 20 pass through holes in the 
?ange 16 and 18 and tightly‘clinch these 

50 ?anges together upon a'gasket 17, ‘thus form 
ing'a gasétight joint. - . 
The cover casting 19 has a carbide bunker 

or- hopper 25 formed integrally therewith 
and depending downwardly therefrom in 

55 sidethe ‘gas generating tank 10. ' This car— 
bide hopper 25 is frustolconical in-shape and 
is concentrically disposed about a vertical 
axis A—‘A of the generator 1. _ A fluid-tight 
manhole construction 25acis provided-in the 

60 cover 19-‘for filling the hopper 25 with car 
bide. At the lower end of ‘the‘hopper 25 
and concentric therewith is a carbide valve 
opening 26 having-a concentric circular valve 
seat 27 disposed- in an annular recess 28, 46 

as opening centrally and formed in a. mouth 

casting 30, which is welded _or otherwise se 
cured to the hopper 25 about the opening 26. 
The valve seat 27' is‘formed of a'resilient 
material, which is preferably rubber. 
Extending radia ly outwardly from the 

mouth casting 30 are supporting arms 31‘ 
from which there depends a carbide valve ' 
and feed ‘mechanism 35. The mechanism 

- 35has a frame casting 36,. vertical members 
37 of whicli are bolted at their upper ends‘ 
to the sucpporting arms 31. The members 
37 'depen 

casting 40 which is concentric with the axis 

Proiecting inwardly from the medial por 
tions of the vertical members 37 are feed 
?oor attaching ln s 45‘, to the upper? faces 
of which an'annu ar plate forming a feed 
?oor-'46 is attached. v This annular ?oor 46 
is concentrically disposed about the ‘axis 
A—A. ' i ' ’ 

~Referring to Fig. 12,‘ the casting hub 40 
is provided with an axial bore 50. A bush 
ing '51 vis adapted to be rotatably received in 
the bore 50Pand-has a flange 52 which en 
gages an upper face 53 of the hub 5(),to 
limit the downward movement of the ‘bush 
ing 51. The bushing 51 is turned down at _, 
the ‘lower end to form a shoulder 51 which 
~projects slightly lower than the lower face 
55 of the hub 40. Threads are formed on 
the turned-down lower portion of the bush? 
ing 51 and ‘a nut 56 run thereon to bear. 
tightly' against the'shoulder 54_;- thus the 
bushing 51 is rotatable in the hub bore 50, 
but has 'no..appreeiable.end play due to en 

dow-nwardly a uniform distance,_ 
-where they turn inwardly‘ to form offset 
braces 39 which unite integrally with a hub 1 

90 

100 

gagement, of the bushing’s ?ange 52 with _ 
the upper hub’ face 53 and the juxtaposition 
of the nut v56 relative to the lower hub face 

The upper end of the bushing 51 is turned 
down‘ to provide a cylindrical bushing head 
61 and a shoulder 62 at the lower‘ end there 
of. The bushing 51 is provided with an 
axial bore 63 in which a vertical shaft 65 is 
slidably received. The'axial bore 63 being ‘ 
concentric with the generator axis A-A, the 
shaft v65 is also concentric therewith. _ 
A carbide valve hub 66 surrounds the 

shaft 65 above the hub 40 and isrigidly se 
cured thereto by a ‘pin 67. A frusto-con 
ically shaped carbide valve shell 68 is formed 

' concentrically‘upon the hub 66. This shell 
has a ?at circular head portion 69 extending 
radially from the hub 66' and a conical seat 

120 ‘ 

ing portion 70 formed about the flat head ‘ 
portion. A cylindrical apron 71 extends 
vertically downward from the periphery of 
the conical valve portion 70 and is of such - 
diameter as to slidably and rotatably'?t into 
a central opening 75 in the annular feed ?oor 

‘A ring hub 77 having an axial opening-78 130 



0 

10 
level as that of the 
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?ts down over the bushing head 61 against 
the shoulder 62, and a set screw 79, is pro 
vided to rigidly secure the ring hub 77 there 
to. Radially projecting fromthe ring hub 
7 7 are arms 80 formed integrally therewith. 
Rigidly fastened on the ends of the arms 80 
are flexible sweeps‘ 85' _These sweeps‘ 85 
project outwardly from the arms 80 through 
axial slots 86 in the apron 71.' The shoulder 
62 of the bushing head ,61 is on‘ the same 

feed floor 46 which is 
disposed about the carbide valve apron 71. 
'1‘! e sweeps 85 after passing out of the slots 
86 in the apron 71 extend. across the feed 
?oor 46 and, as shown in Fig. 10, are bent 
to a position trailing to the leiit substantially 
tangentially from the apron 71. 
A motor tank 90 is formed integrally 

the ‘cover casting 19 and has 
by 
the,cover l9 and walls 93 rising 

_ with 

a (loor 91formed 

from the 

cover 19. 
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- Formed integrally with the floor 91 of the 
motor tank 90, and coaxially with the gen 
erator axis A——A is a hollow column 95. The 
column has a vertical axial opening 96 which 
communicates at its lower end with a carbide 
chamber 98, formed beneath the cover cast 
ing 19 by the cooperation of the carbide hop 
per 25' and the horizontal portion 92 of the 
cover 19.. The upper'end of the opening 96 
Communicates with the space within the m0 
tor tank 90 and is provided with a stutiing ' 
box 100,‘ the‘ purpose of which will be de 
scribed later. , ' " I 

» A screw plug 102 controls a water inlet 
formed in the wall 93, as shown in Figs. 3 
and 5, through which water 103 is admitted 
into the tank 90 up to the level of this open 
ing intothe tank. Since this level is slightly‘ 
below the top'of the hollow column 95, no 
water has access to thelupper end‘of the 
opening 96 in this column. ' ' 
A continuous ?ange 101 is 

upper edge ofthe walls 93, watch supports 
a continuous ?ange‘106 of a dome casting 
107. Cap screws108 secure a gasket 105 be 
tween the ?an e 106 and the ?ange 10% so as 
to form a ?ui ftight joint therebetween. _' - 
The dome casting 107 has side walls 109 

rising from the ?ange 106 to the periphery of 
a rectangular deck plate 112 with which the‘ 
side walls 109 cooperate to ‘form a gas reserve 
chamber 113. . A valved service. outlet, pipe 
111 is provided in the deck plate 112 to com; 
municate with the gas reserve chamber 113. 
A p essure gauge 111 is provided in the 
doc - plate 112 opening into the reserve 
chamber 113. ' ' ‘ > 

cylindri ' 
in". 115 is ~ftormed integrally 

My shaped transmission hous 
with the .deck 

plate 112 so as to'be dis osed concentrically 
with the generator axis -'-'-A. The housing 
115 has an upper head 116 having an open 
ing. 117 cOncentricjwith the axis 

vtric with the axis 

/ shaft 128 eo-extensive 

a substantially horizontal portion 92 of 

fiormed on the _ ‘into the tapped o 

3 

A-—A. A ?ange 118 is provided at the lower 
edge of the vertical housing-wall 119, the 
lower face 120 of which surrounds a large 
opening 121 communicatingbetween the in 
teriorof the. housing 115 andithe gas reserve 
chamber 113 on ,the same level‘ as the lower 
face of the' dome flange 106. I _ 
A transmission ‘housing floor plate 125 

covers the opening 121, being secured to the 
?ange 118 by cap screws 
127 is formed in‘ the ?oor plate 125 concen 

A—-—A. ".A hollow stub 

126.v An opening . 

shaft 128, formed integrally with the ?oor ' 
plate 125 about the opening 127, extends 
upwardly into the housing 115 and ‘rotat 
ably receives a worm gear 130 on the outer 
cylindrical surface 131 thereof. -'An axial 
opening 132>is provided‘ through the 'stub 

with the opening 127. 
A circular nut 133 ‘is threadedly received 

upon the upper end of the stub shaft" 128 
and is turned down tightly against a shoul 
der 140 formed on'the stub shaft. Thus po 
sitioned, the nut 133 cooperates with a nar 
row_ shoulder 141 formed .about the shaft 
128 'on" the ?oor plate‘ 125 
130 for rotation about the shaft 128 without 
permitting appreciable end playthereou. A 
concentric series of ' equally spaced clutch 
dogs 145 is 'provided’upon' ‘the gear 130 to 
project upwardly therefrom outside of the 
periphery of the Hut 133.“ 
Referring to Figs‘. 1 and 2 a worm 150 

which engages the worm‘ gear 130 is formed 
upon a horizontal shaft‘ 151, an end 152 of 
which rotates in a bearing 153 formed in a 
wall of the-?oor'plate 125. ' ()pposite this 
hearing 153~ a tapped opening 154 is pro 
vided in the-transmission housing floor ‘plate 
125 through which the shaft 151, carrying 
the worm 150, may‘be admitted to the hous 
ing‘ 115. This opening is then closed by a 
threaded bearing lug 155 which is slipped 
over the end 156 o_ theshaft 15] and'screwed 

ening 154, ‘ ' " " 

A bearing stan ard 160 is rigidly secured 
to a lug 161 which projects inwardly into 
the gas pressure‘chamber 113 from a ‘dome 
‘wall 109'. The standard 160 projects ver 

downwardlyand has bearings 162, tically 
163 and 164 provided thereon. . 

. The end‘ 156 of the shaft’ 151 passes 
ithrou h and is rigidly secured to the hub 
165 o ajlarge diameter gear 166. The shaft 
end 156 then projects through and, journals ’ 
in ‘the bearing 162.. . . 1 

- Astandaiid 170 is rigidly secured to the 
bottom‘ of the ~?oor plate'y125 I and ‘projects 
downwardly. A'bearing 171 is (provided at 
they lower end thereof which is.‘ isposed oo 
a-xially with. the bearing 16& on a horizontal 
axis. ' 

_; A . 
the motor tank 90 between t e standards 
160 and 17 0. The 'wlieel1721is rigidly built 

gas rotor wheel 172 is dis 'osed- within 

80 

90 

to‘ retain the gear 
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4 
up on ashaft 173, an end 174 of'which j'our 

', nals in the bearing 164 and amend 175 of 

10 

which journals in the bearing 171. \Vhen so 
mounted, the rotor 172 is almost completely 
submerged in the water 103 in the motor. 
tank 90. ' ' . ' -‘ 

On the end 174 of the shaft 173 between 
the rotor 172 and the bearing 164 is ?xed a 
pinion driving gear 176. This pinion 176 
meshes with a small idler gear 177 .which 
is mounted upon‘ a stub shaft 178 disposed in 
the bearing 163, and which meshes in turn 
with the large gear 166 which is rigidly 

' ?xed upon the worm shaft 151. Thus, rota 

30 

5 tion of the rotor 172 is transmitted through 
the gears 176, 177 arid 166, the shaft 151 and 
the worm 150 to the worm gear 130. ‘ 
As shown in" Fig. l, the rotor 172 has a 

cylindrical wall 180 which is secured to the 
ends of arms 181 extending radially from 
hubs 182 which are rigidly. fixed upon the 
‘shaft 173. Annular walls 183 and 184 ex 
tend radially outwardly, from the edgeslof 
the cylindriealnwall 180 forming an annular 
channel. Curved vpartitions 185. are. dis 
posed in. this channel to form pockets 186. 
These are so shaped as to retain a gas re 
leased in the water 103.1inder the right 
hand side of the rotor 172, as it- is shown in 
Fig. 1, until the rotor has rotated su?icient 
ly to position the retaining pockets 186 suc 

_ cessively at the top of the rotor 172, where 
- the “as will be released into the gas pressure 

40 

- 192 with a gas ‘ _ 
?lter 193 a conduit 194 leads, as Wlll be seen 
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chamber 113. \Vhile so retained'inthe pock 
ets 186 the gas exerts-a lifting force on the 
partitions‘ 185 and causes the rotation of‘. 
the rotor 172. ‘ _ _ 

A gas conduit‘ 190 communicates at its 
lower end‘ 191 with the interior of the gas 
generating tank 10, and at its upper end 

filter 193. From the gas 

in Fig. 6, to an opening 195 in the wall 109 
of'the dome casting 107. A T-?tting 196 
disposed in the conduit 194 communicates 
with a safety valve 197 (of conventional 
type), which has an escape conduit 198, 
shown in Fig. 3, 
ty valve 197 to a remote plaeeywhere acety 
lene gas may safely be exhausted forldif 
fusion in the atmosphere. 1 - 

- Referring now to Fig. 6, the opening 195 
in the, wall 109 communicates with an inlet 
duct 210 cored out- of 'the body 211 of‘a'gas 
pressure motor control valve 212 which is 
cast integrally with the dome casting 107, 
as shown; . The upper face 213 of the valve 
bodv 211 is level with the top of the dome 
deck 112 andthe body 211 extends down 
wardly therefrom almost. to‘the level of the. 
lower face of the dome casting ?ange 106. 
A vertical bore 215' is formed in the body 
211 from the upper face 213 thereof, to such 
depth that a wall of metal 216 integral with 
the body 211 remains to close the bottom of 

which leads from the safe-‘ 

,'1,723,679 

the bore. Annular‘ channels 217, 218 and. 
219 are cored out of- the bod 211 concen 
trically with‘respect to the ore 215 and 
communicating therewith at the upper, 
medial-and lowerportions thereof, respec 
tively. .-A gas’ inlet duct 210 communicates 
with the'annular channel'218. Gas outlet 
ducts 220 and 221 communicate, respective 
ly, between channels 217 and 219 and thread 
ed openings 222 and 223 in the bottom of 
the ‘bod ' i 211. Pipes 225 and 226 are 
threaded y received into openings 222 and 
223, respectively, and project -, vertically 
downwardly into the motor tank 90. . 
The surface of the bore 215 is ground to 

a true cylinder. A cylindrical'valve seat 
so 

shell 230 is provided, the‘outer surface of - 
which is ground to a cylinder of such diam 
eter ‘that it ?ts neatly intothe bore 215. 
The shell 230 is formed in upper and lower 
halves 231 and 232. The upper half-shell 
231 is provided with a hexagonal head 235 
having threads 236, which are aligned with 
a tapped opening 237 in the body 211 at the 
upper end of the bore 215,'and which are 
threadcdly received therein when the-‘shell 
230 is inserted into and turned in the 
bore 215. 
in the upper half-shell 231,'which opens 
downwardly and is closed at the u per end ' 
by the head 235., This bore 240 or'rns an 
upper valve chamber 241. ’The mouth 242 
of the bore 240 is tapped to receive a thread 
ed valve seat nipple 243 rovided upon the 
upper end of the lower 1alf-she1l-232 and 
concentric therewith. The nipple 243 has 
a‘cylindrical face 244 ground‘to a true cyl 
inder to fit neatly into the bore .240 when 
the nipple 243 is screwed into the threaded 
month 242 of the bore 240. .The heat ?t of 
the surface 244 of the nipple 243 in the bore 
240 of the upper half-shell 231 aligns the 
lower half-shell therewith in perfect axial 

An‘ axial - bore 240 is' formed 

85 

90 

100 

105 

eo-extension._ ‘This assures that the cylindri- . 
cal outer surfaces of the upper and lower 
half-shells 231 and, 232 will be secured to 
getherto form a single continuous cylinder, 
which maybe easily slid into the bore 215 
of the valve body 211. . _ ' 
The valve seat nipple 243 has a concentric 

bore 250 fornied therein which connects the 

110 

upper valve chamber 241 with‘ia lower valve . 
chamber 251 formed by a concentric bore 
252 formed upwardly in the lower half-shell 
232. An upper valve seat 253 is formed in 
the upper'mouth of the nipple bore 250. ‘ A 

120 

lower valve seat 254 is” provided in the" 
shoulder 255 between the lower end of the ' 
bore 250,and the upper‘end of the bore 252 
in tbe'halféshell 232. , - - 

b The'bore. 2,52 ~is closed at the lower end 
I)’ 

gages with thetap'ped' end of the bore 252 
at 261'. The plug-260‘has a cylindical head 
262 ground to- accurately ?t a ‘cylindrical-i 

a screw’ plug 260 which 'threadedly e‘n-' 

125 

130 
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recess 263 concentrically provided in the 
lower end of the lower halt-shell 232. An 
axial bore 26*l'is formed in the plug 260. A 
vertical bore 26:") is formed concentrically in 
the upper halt-shell head 23:“). 
A gas control valve 266 is crmcentrically 

disposed within the valveseat shell 230. ‘The 
gas control valve266 has a lower valve 
267 centrally disposed. ‘in the lower valve 
chamber 251 and from which a cylindrical 
guide stub 268 projects dmvnwardly into ac 
curate sliding engagement within the. bore. 
264 in the plug 260. An axial hole 269 is 
bored downwardly into the lower valve 267 
and has threads 270 in the lower portion 
thereof. An upper valve 271 is disposed 
com-entrically in the upper valve chamber 
241 and has a hollow stem 272 projecting' 
downwardly therefrom to a threaded end 
which is screwed into the threads 270 at 
the lower end of the hole 269. The cylindri 
cal outer surface of the stem'272 accurately 
?ts a smooth upper portion ofthe’h'ole 269 
and thus aligns the axis of the'stem 272 
with the axis of the lower ‘valve 267. An 
operating guide rod 275 projects upwardly 
from the upper valve 271 through the bore 
265 in the upper half-shell head 235, making 
a neat sliding ?t therein. 
of the rod 27 5 is threaded at 276. . . 
Large ports 280 bored through the ‘upper 

half-shell 231 and the nipple 243, whenthese 
parts are screwed together, provide com 
munication betweenthe annular channel 218 
and an inter-valvular chamber 281 formed 
by the bore 250. Large ports 282 in the up 
per half~shell 231 communicate between the 
upper valve chamber 241 and the annular 
chamber 217. Small ports 283 formed in 
the- lower hal?shell 232 communicate be 
tween the lower. valve chamber 251 and the 
annular chamber 219. The hollow stem 272 
has a central passageway 285 therein. Small 
ports 287 connect the inter-valvular chamber 
281 with the passageway 285. while ports 
286, .formed in the upper valve 271, open 
from the passageway 285 into the upper 
valve chamber 211. 
The length of the hollow stem 272 is such 

that the upper and lower valves 271 and' 
267 are spaced apart a sufficient distance to 
permit the gas control valve assembly 266 a 
slight degree of end play between its two 
positions in which the upper and lower 
valves 271'and 267, respectively, make seal 
ing contact with their seats 253 and 254. 
_ Actuat-ing means for the gas control‘ valve 
266 is‘ provided in a pressure responsive dia 
phragm mechanism'290. This mechanism is 
contained in a housing 291 having lower 
walls 292 formed upon the dome deck-plate 
112 to provide a well 293 com-entrieally dis 
posed above the control valve 266. A dia 
phragm 294, formed of a yieldable fabric, 

The upper end 

5. 

and preferably ‘a rubberized canvas, covers 
the upper opening of the well 293, resting 
on a bead 296 provided at the upper edge of 
walls 292. A diaphragm pressure chamber , 
297 is thus formed, which communicates 
through a port 298 with the gas reserve 
chamber 113. Upper and lower reinforcing 
washers 300 and 301 are disposed centrally 
above and below the diaphragm 294: and are 
clamped together upon the diaphragm by a 
special bolt 302 which passes upwardly 
through a central hole 303 formed inthe 
washers and the. diaphragm and receives a 
nut 3Ut upon its upper end. 

65 
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The head‘ 305 ' 
of the liolt 302 is spaced fronra shoulder - 
3H6 t'ormed ‘upon the‘ stem of the bolt, thus 
providing an annular channel '307 between 
the head and the shoulder. Projecting into 
‘the channel 307 are ?ngers 310 which are 
formed integrally upon a cap nut 311 which 
is screwed upon the threaded end 276 of the 
gas control valve stem 275. 
A compression spring 312 is disposed 

about the cap nut 311. This spring bears 
downwardly against the valve shell head 
235 and upwardly againstv the ?ngers 310. 
This spring 312 is small in ‘size, but highly 
tempered and tends tov support the control 
valve 266 ‘in its upper position. _ 
The upper'reinforcing washer 300 is an 

nularly recessed to form a diaphragm spring 
seat 315 onwhich rests a spring 316. A cap 
plate 317, having a seat 318, reposes upon 
the upper end of the spring 316 and has a 
centering recess 319 formed in the upper 
-f ace 320 'thereof. * ‘ ' 

The housing 291 is completed by a bell 
325 having a connecting ?ange 326 provided 
at its lower edge which rests upon the pe 
ripheral portions of the diaphragm294 op 
posite the bead >296. Cap screws 327 rigidly 
clamp the diaphragm 294 between the ?ange 
326 and the head 296. The bell 325 covers 
the spring 316 and has a threaded hole 330 
centrally provided in its head 331. A spring 
pressure adjusting screw 332 is screwed 
downwardly in the hole 330 and has a point 
ed lower end 333 which projects into‘ the 
centering recess 319 and bears against the 
spring cap plate 317; Screwing the screw 
332 in or out of the’hole 330 will thus cause 
the spring 316 'to apply a greater or less 
downward ' pressure upon the diaphragm 
294. ' ' . 

Referring now to Figs.- 1, 2, 6 and 8, the 
pipe 226 projects downwardly into'the tank 
90‘ and connects, through an elbow 3410, a 
check valve 341 and‘ suitable interconnecting 
nipples with an‘ ‘elbow 342, which communi 
cates with a power gas ‘outlet manifold 343. 
The manifold 343 is submerged in the water 
103~adjacent the bottom 91 of the tank 90. 
It is located, as shownin Fig. 1, under the 
__rotor-172 to the rightiof and parallel with 
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the axis thereof. Openings 345 are pro 
vided in the manifold 343 which open up 

’ wardly. ' 
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The pipe 225 projects downwardly into the 
water 103 in the tank 90 to a point. adjacent 
the bottom 91 thereof. Here it connects 
through an elbow 346, a check valve 347, andv 
suitable interconnecting nipples, with a re 
turn bend 348 which connects with an- idle 
gas outlet manifold 349 having ports 350 
opening downwardly therefrom. The inani 
fold 349 is disposed in the water 103 adjacent 
the bottom 91 of the tank 90, but is entirely 
out from under the rotor 172, as shown in 
Fig. 1. 
The lower end 355 of the shaft- 65, which is 

disposed coaxially relative to the axis A—A 
of the generator 1, slidablybears in the bore ' 
63 of the bushing 51 and extends a slight-dis 
tance below the-hub 40 in whichthe bushing 
51 is rotatably mounted. Above the bushing 
51 the shaft 65 projects vvertically upward 
through the hub 66 of the carbide valve 
68, through the carbide valve opening .26, 
through the carbide chamber 98, through the 
vertical opening 96 in the column 95, through 
the stufiing box 100 with which it makes a. 
?uid-tight ?t, through the opening 127 in 
the transmission‘ housing ?oor plate 125, 
through the length of the transmission hous 
ing 115 and out through the top 116 thereof 
through the opening 117. 
The upper end 356 of the shaft 65 is 

threaded, as shown in Fig. 4, to receive acar 
bide valve supporting and adjusting a nut 
357 and alock nut 358. , A ball bearing 360 
having upper and lower races 361 and 362 
and balls 363 disposed therebetween rests in 
a counter-bore 364 formed concentrically 
about the opening 117 in the upper surface 
of the transmission housing ‘head 1’16. 
\Vhen the shaft 65 is lowered-so that the car 
bide valve 68 is open. ‘as shown in Fig. 1, the 
weight of the shaft 65 and carbide valve 68 
is supported by the nut 357 resting upon a 
washer 365 which rests in turn upon the 
upper race 361 of the ball bearing 360. 
A bell housing 366 has a ?ange 367, which 

cap screws 368 secure in a gas-tight joint to 
the head 116. This housing provides a ‘pas 
sageway 369 through which the assembly 
upon the upper end 356 of the shaft 65 may 
project upwardly for a purpose which will 
be described later. 
A gear 370 is slidably disposed upon the 

shaft 65 " in the transmission housing 115 
abovethe gear 130. A key 371 is seated in 
the bore 372 of the gear 370 and projects into 
a key seat 373 formed vertically in the shaft 
65. A clutch spool 375 is formed on they 
gear 370 to extend upwardly from the hub 
portion thereofand havin a head ?ange 376 5 
formed at the upper en of the spool. A 
spring 377 is disposed about the shaft 65 
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and rests upon the head ?ange 376. A cap 
washer 378 rests upon the upper end of the 
spring377 and supports a lifting sleeve 379, 
sheathing the shaft 65 and extending up-v 
wardly from the washer 378 to engagement 
with the lower face of the washer 365. A 
concentric series of clutch dogs 380 is formed 
on the under side of the gear 370. \Vhen the 
shaft 65 is in lowermost position, the dogs‘ 
380 iinerinesh_\\'itli the dogs 145 formed 
upon the gear 130', causing the shaft 65 to 
be locked to the gear 130 for rotation there 

_ with. 

As shown in Fig. 2, axially aligned inter 
nal bosses 381 and 382 project horizontally 
fron'i opposite sides of the cylindrical wall 
119 of the transmission housing 115. An 
axial hole'383 is bored through the outside 
wall 119 into the boss 381, the drill project 
ing across a gap 384 between the opposed 
ends of the bosses 381 and‘ 382 and drilling 
a hole 385 in the boss 382 co-axial with the 
hole 383. The outer end of the hole 383 is 
counterborcd and threaded to receive a stuff 
ing gland 386. The hub'390 of a clutch yoke 
391 is adapted to ?t in the opening 384 and 
has a bore 392 which isv aligned with the 
holes 383 and 385. The clutch yoke 391 has 
arms 393 which are formed upon the hub 
390 to project outwardly into the transmis 
sion chamber 115 on opposite Sides of the 
clutch spool 375.‘ ~ . 

Fingers 395 are formed at the outer ends 
of arms 393 to project inwardly beneath the 
head ?ange 376 of the clutch spool"375. - 
A shaft 396 is inserted, from the outside, 

into the hole 383, and, through the‘ bore 392, 
in\ the hub 390, into the hole 385: A‘ pin 397 
secures the hub 390 rigidly upon the shaft 
396. The packing gland 386 is tightened to 
form a ?uid-tight joint about the shaft 396. 
A crank 398 having a handle 399 is rigid 

ly secured to the outer end of the shaft 396. 
This handle is mounted upon a sleeve 400 
formed upon thecrank 398 so as to be .yield 
ably urged inwardly. by a spring 401. A stop 
lug 402 is adapted to move integrally with 
the handle 399 and be urged by the spring 
401 against the face403 of a quadrant 404, 
shown in Fig. '5, which is provided on the 
outside wall 119. Openings 405 are formed 
in the face of-the quadrant in the path taken 
by the lug 402 when the crank 
to rotate the shaft 396. 
As shown in Fig. 2, when opposite an 

opening 405, the lug 402 is‘urged therein by 
the spring 401. This locks the crank 398 

398 is moved 
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in place until'the lug 402 is withdrawn by _ 
pulling the handle 399 outwardly: _ 
As shown in Figs. 2 and 4, bearing lugs 

v420 arid 421 project downwardly from the 
inner ends of bosses 381 and 382, respective 
ly. A worm 422hav1ng an axial bore there 
t rough is disposed between the lugs 420 and 
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421 which have bearing openings 423 and 424 
co-extensive with the bore of the worm 422. 
A boss 425 is provided upon the lower out 
side portion of the outside wall 119 and a 
hole 426 bored therein co-axial with the 
openings 423 and 424. The mouth of the 
hole426 is counterbored and threaded to re 
ceive a gland 427. A shaft 435 is inserted 
through the gland 427 into the hole 426 and 
projects inwardlyv through the opening 423, 
through the bore of the worm 422 ‘and 
through the opening 424. The worm 422 is 
secured rigidly upon the shaft 435. 
For a purpose to be described later, the di 

ameter and‘pitch of the worm 422 are such, 
and .the position of its mounting is such, 
that when the gear 370 is disposed on the 
shaft 65 opposite the worm 422 the latter 
will ?t _into operative engagement with the 
teeth of the gear 37 0.- ‘ 
A hand wheel 436 is rigidly secured upon 

the outer end of the shaft 435, for manu-‘ 
ally rotating the same. 
The operation of our invention is as fol 

lows: 
Water is admitted to the generating tank 

10 and to the motor tank 90 as previously 
described. > 

By moving the crank 398 upwardly from 
the‘ position in which vit is shown in full lines 
in Fig. 5, the shaft 396 is rotated to the left, 
the clutch yoke armsi 393 are swung upward 
ly causing the ?ngers 395 to engage the head 
plate 376 and liftthe gear 370 upwardly so 
the dogs 380 disengage with the dogs 145. 
As the gear wheel 37 O rises, the spring 377 is 
compressed against the washer 378 until its 
upward. pressure lifts the shaft 65 upwardly 
and draws the carbide valve 68 into ?uid 
tight engagement with its rubber valve seat 
27, ‘as shown in Fig. 10. In order, toaccom~ 
plish this-seating of the valve 68 the gear 
370 must be raised by the yoke 391 above 
and ,out of engagement with the worm 422, 
as it is shown in Fig. 4 and into the position 
‘in which it is shown in Fig. 2. _Having ap 
plied enough upward pressure to the spring 
377 so it is holding the carbide valve 68 
tightly seated against the rubber seat 27, the 
lug 402 is released into an adjacent opening 
405 to retain the crank 398 in an upward po 
sition such as shown by dotted lines 440, and 
thus hold the shaft 65 in uppermost position. 
The carbide hopper 25 is now ?lled with 

' calcium carbide 442 through the manhole 
25“. this being again tightly closed. P _ 
The crank 398 is now moved down from 

the position 440 to the dotted line position 
443 shown in Fig. 5 and the lug 402 is al 
lowed to drop into the opening 405 adjacent 
this position 443. The gear 370 will now be 
held in engagement with the worm 422, as 
shown in Fig. 4, and the carbide valve 68 
will hang slightly below its seat 27 ,permit 

ting carbide 442 to fall through the opening 
26 and over the valve head 68 uponthe annu 
lar feed table 46. . 
The hand wheel 436 is now manually ro 

tated to the right, this slowly rotating the 
shaft 65 to the right through the engage 
ment of the, worm 422 with the ‘gear, 370. 
The shaft 65 rotates 'the carbide valve 68 
which increases the discharge of carbide 442 
through ‘the opening 26 onto the table 46. 
Also, as the apron 71', formed on the valve 
68, rotates therewith, edges of the slots 86 
engage the sweeps 85, which project through 
these slots, and draw them so they continu— 
ously sweep the upper surface of the an 
nular food table 46. The sweeps 85 thus 
gradually brush any carbide rocks which 
fall upon the table 46 off the outer edge 
thereof so that they drop into the water 14 
disposed below in the gas generating tank 10. 
The contact of the carbide 442 with the 

water 14 produces acetylene gas which ?lls 
the generating tank 10 and ?nds outlet 
therefrom through the conduit 190 through 
which it passes to the ?lterv 193 and thence 
through the conduit 194 to the passageway 
210, shown in Fig. 6. From the passage 
way 210 the gas enters the annular channel 
218 and from there passes through the ports 
280 into the, inter-valvular chamber 281. 
Due to the valve 266 being urged by the 
spring 316 into lowermost position, the up 
per valve 271 is tightly seated; therefore, the 
gas may now escape from the chamber 281 
through the small ports 287, the passage 
285, and the ports 286 to the upper valve 
chamber 241, and it may also escape be 
tween the lower valve 267 and its seat 254 
into the lower chamber 251. 
As previously described, the upper valve 

chamber 241 communicates through the 
large ports 282, the annular chamber 217, 
the channel 220, the pipe 225, the ’ elbow 
346, the check valve 347, the return elbow 
Y348, 'and interconnecting nipples, with the 
idle gas escape manifold 349. The gas 
which escapes from the inter-valvular cham 
ber 281. into the‘ upper valve chamber 241 is 
discharged out of the idle manifold 349 and 
idly rises to the surface of the water 103 
in the water tank 90. Also, as previously 
described, the chamber 251 communicates 
through the small ports 283 the annular 
channel 219, the pipe 226, the elbow 340, 
the check valve 341, the elbow 342, and in 
terconnecting nipples with the working gas 
manifold 343; Thus, all the gas escaping 

. from the inter-valvular‘chamber 281 around 
the lower valve into the chamber 251 is dis 
charged out of the working manifold 343, 
is then caught in the pockets 186 of the 
rotor 172,.and by its buoyant e?'ect turns 
the rotor. As previously escribed, the re 
tation of the rotor 172 istransmitted to the 
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~ needs to be utilized for turnin 

_valve 266 in extreme 

8 

worm gear 130 through the train of gears 
176, 177 and 166, the shaft 151 and the 
worm 150 causing the gear 130 to turn at a 
very low ratio relative to the rotor 172. 
The ‘manual rotation of the shaft 65, by 

turning the hand wheel 436, need‘ now no 
longer be continued ‘and the crank 398 is 
now released from its position 443 and is 
allowed to move down to its lowermost posi 
tion 444 shown in Fig. 5. This allows the 
gear 370 to move down from the position 
in which it is shown in Fig. 4 to where it is 
shown in Fig. 1 with the shaft 65 locked to 
the gear 130 for rotation thereby. Thus 
the shaft 65 is rotated, and the feeding of 
carbide 442 into the water 14 in the gener 
ating tank 10 is thereafter accomplished by 
a portion of the gas which has been gen_ 
crated thereby- which is allowed to escape 
through the working manifold 343 under 
the right hand side of the rotor 172. 

It has been found that only a small por 
tion of the gas generitted by the feeding 'of 
carbide into the Water 14 at a given rate 

the rotor 
172 in order to maintain the fee ing of car. 
bide at'the given rate. The rate at which 
gas isdrawn off through the service outlet 
114 may vary so that gas will be generated 
at a rate which exceeds the mean rate at 
which it is being-drawn 011:‘, thus building up 
the gas pressure in the reserve chamber 113., 

It is to keep this gas pressure within ?xed 
limits that the pressure-responsive dia 
phragm mechanism 290 is provided and con 
nected, as previously described, with the gas 
control valve 266. ‘ 
At the initial generating of gas in the gen 

erator when the gas pressure in the reserve 
chamber 113 is practically at atmospheric, 
the greater ressure of the large spring 316 
over that ofp the small s ring 312 holds the 

ownw'ard position. 
As previously noted, this closes the upper 
valve 271 'and\ opens the lower valve 267, 
allowing a large proportion of the gas gen— 
erated to be diverted to the working gas 
manifold 343. This causes the rotor 172' to 
rotate at a speed above normal, thus feed 
ing carbide at an abnormal rate into the 
water 14. The gas, thus generated, quickly 
builds up the gas pressure in the reserve 
chamber 113. 

the reserve chamber 113 due to the com 
munication port 298 provided therebetween. 
Therefore, when the gas pressure in the re 
serve chamber 113 has risen to a; predeterl 
mined point, the diaphragm 294 will be 
forced upwardly against the pressure of the 
spring 316, which will draw the valve 266 
upwardly, moving the lower valve 267 
toward its seat 254 and moving the upper 
valve 271 away from its seat 253. This will 

The pressure in the dia- I 
phragm chamber'297 corresponds to that in‘ 
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diminish the proportion of the generated gas 
which is diverted to the turning of the rotor 
172 and increase the proportion allowed to 
escape idly into the reserve chamber 113. 
This will cause the rotor 172 to rotate at a 
decreased rate, this obviously causing the 
rate at which carbide is fed to decrease and 
the, generating of. gas will hence‘correspond 
ingly decrease. Should no gas be drawn 
from the service outlet 114 for a period, the 
gas pressure in the chambers 113 and 297 
would build up until the lower valve 267 
would be drawn tightly against its seat 254, 
thus stopping any of the gas generated from 
being diverted to the rotor 172. This would 
cause the’ rotor 172 to cease rotation and the 
feeding of carbide and consequent genera 
tion of gas would also cease, when the car 
bide already in the water 14 had completed 
its chemical a?inity with the water. The 
service outlet 114 may, therefore, remain 
closedan inde?nite period and the gas pres 
sure in the reserve ,chamber 113 and the gen 
erating tank 10 be maintained below a pre~ 
determined maximum. 
Means for externally adjusting this maxi 

mum pressure are provided in the screw 332 
by which the cap 320 may be forced a vary 
ing distance downwardly from the head 331, 
thus regulating the pressure exerted down 
wardly upon the diaphragm 294 by the 
spring 316. This spring pressure must be 
balanced by the gas pressure in the dia 
phragm chamber 297 before the gas pressure 
can raise the diaphragm294 and close the 
valve 267, thus causing the generating of 
gas to stop. 
When the flow of gas out through the 

service outlet 114 is started again after hav 
ing been stopped, the pressure will rapidly, 
decrease in the reserve gas chamber 113 and 
the diaphragm chamber 297, allowing’ the 
diaphragm 294 to be forced downwardly by 
the spring 316, thus causing'the valve 267 
to open. As the pressure in the generating 
tank 10 willhave also been approaching the 
maximum when the valve 267 was closed, gas 
will now ?ow up from the tank 10 into the 
inter-valvular chamber 281 and through the 
open valve 267 to turn the rotor 172 and 
recommence the feeding of carbide and the 
generating of gas. 

If this release of pressure in the reserve 
chamber 113 by draughts from the service 
outlet 114 is sudden, and the pressure in the 
reserve chamber 113 is thereby lowered con 
siderably below that in the generatin tank 
10, a rush of gas into the inter-Va vular 
chamber 281 will occur when the valve v266 
has been returned to lowermost position due 
to the decreased pressure in the reserve 
chamber 113.- It is‘ to ‘prevent this rush of 
gas being diverted entirely through the 
lower valve. 267 and causing the rotor 172 
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to feed an excessive amount of carbide (when 
the pressure in the generating tank is 
already high) that the by-pass around the 
upper valve 271 formed by the openings 287, 
285 _ and 286 is provided. This by-pass 
allows a considerable proportion of the gas 
entering the inter-valvular chamber 281 to 
pass to the idle escape manifold 349 even 
though the upper valve 271 is closed and the 
lower valve 267 is open. Thus the generat 
ing-tank 10 is relieved of its maximum pres 
sure and a normal generation of gas is 
recommenced. 
During the 

crater, gas is drawn from the service outlet 
114 at a substantially uniformrate. For 
each speci?c rate of flow of gas through the 
service outlet 114 a speci?c pressure will be 
built up and maintained in the reserve 
chamber 113. This specific pressure will be 
such as to raise the diaphragm 294 and draw 
the valve 266 upwardly so that only enough, 
gas 'will pass by the valve 267 to the rotor 
272 to turn the rotor at a speed at which it 
will feed just su?icient carbide to maintain 
the speci?c pressure in the reserve tank 113. 
These speci?c pressures will differ accord 
ing ,to the adjustment of the screw 332 and 
the consequent varying pressure of the 
spring .316 upon the diaphragm 294. 
A vital feature of our invention is the ‘ 

means manually operable from the exterior 
of the generator for disengaging the carbide 
feeding mechanism'from the rotor 172 and 
forminga ?uid-tight seal between the gener 
ating tank 10 and the carbide hopper 25. 
As before described, when the crank 398 

is in the position 444, shown in Fig. 5, the 
shaft 396 is turned so that the clutch yoke 
390 is disposed downwardly as shown in 
Fig. 1, and the shaft 65 is locked to the gear 
130 through the clutch formed between the 
gear 130 and the gear 370. The shaft 65 
carrying the carbide valve 68 is also dis 
posed downwardly, opening the carbide 

rt 26 and permitting the carbide 442 to 
fall therethrough to be fed from the table 
46 by the sweeps 85 when these are rotated 
with the valve 68 by the rotor 172. 
When it is desired to stop the generating 

of gas and close the opening 26, the crank 
398 is moved upwardly and set'in the posi 
tion 440. This rotates the shaft 396 and 
the clutch yoke 390 to the position in which 
they are shown in Fig. 2. The clutch 
?ngers 395, engaging the clutch spool head 
376, lift the gear 370, and compress the 
spring.377 which, through the washer_378, 
the sleeve 379, the washer 365, and the nut 
357, lift the shaft 65 until the conical face 
70 of the carbide valve 68 engages the rubber 
valve seat 27, provided in the opening 26, as 
clearly shown in Fig. 10. 
The rotor 172 is thus disconnected from 

normal operation of our gen- ' 

9 

the shaft 65, and the opening 26 is closed. . 
_ It has been the practice to use a carbide 
valve in acetylene generators having a coni 
cal upper face coextensive to the conical 
seating face. This a very unsatisfactory 
arrangement as when an attempt is inade 
to close the valve, the. carbide directly above 
the valve is wedged outwardly against the 
valve seat. This makes it almost impossible 
to make a tight joint between the valve and 
the seat. The horizontal center position 69 
of our carbide valve lifts the superimposed 
carbide vertically upward when the valve 
is closed, thus relieving the pressure of car 
bide against the seat 27. - This reduced car 
bide pressure makes a seat of resilient mate 
rial, such as rubber, possible and enables 
us to form a gas-tight joint between the 
valve 68 and the seat‘27. Such a joint is of 
vital importance to the economy and safety 
in operating an acetylene generator as it 
preserves the store of unused carbide in the 
hopper 25 from disintegration by exposure 
to the "apor from the water 14 in the gener 
ating tank 10, and thus prevents the build 
ing up of gas pressure in the generator when 
it is‘ not being‘ used. Acetylene gas being 
highly explosive when stored under high 
pressure, this feature of our invention is of 
great value. , 
The outside manual control for 'selec 

tively establishing a‘ geared connection be 
tween the carbide feed mechanism and 
either the manual operating means or the 
gas operating means is also a very valuable 
feature of our generator contributing as it 
does to the quick starting of the generator. 
Also, the combination with the manual gear 
shifting mechanism of means for forming 
a gas-tight closure in the feed opening be 
tween the carbide hoppcr and the generator, 
so that a single movement of the crank 398 
both disengages the carbide feed mechanism 
from its actuating means and seals off the 
remaining carbide from access to any mois 
ture, is a very valuable feature in that it 
makes our generator “fool proof” because 
of the simplicity with which it is controlled. 

Carbide of various sizes may be used in 
our generator because of the provision of the 
easily removable cap 366, shown in Fig. 4, 
which gives quick access to the nuts 358 
and 357 by which the distance of the carbide 
valve 68 below its seat 27, when it is lowered 
to be operated by the rotor 172, may be 
varied. For the smaller sizes of carbide 
this opening is decreased as they tend to 
?ow more readily than the larger carbide‘ 
through an opening of given size. 

a It is likewise obvious that the valve 68, 
described and illustrated as frusto-conical. 
may be of full conical con?guration, without 
departing from the spirit of the carbide 
feeding mechanism. ' , ' 
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' , We claim as our invention: 
,1. In an acetylene generator, the combina= 

tion ofa frusto-conical carbide valve and feed 
ing'mechan'ism comprising a carbide hopper 
having'a gravity feed opening,a valve seat 
holder adapted to retain yieldable material 
in’the form of a ?at ring in said opening, a 

- ' yieldable‘ring therein, a frusto-conical. valve 

10 
disposed below said’ opening and adapted to' 
engage said seat at its inner edge to c-lose'said 
opening, a shaft secured to said valve and 
through which said valve- may be rotated be 

' neath said opening to causethe discharge of 

15 
carbide therefrom or raised to close said open 
ing; and means for operating said valve 
through said shaft, said last mentioned means 
comprising automatically driven means for 
rotating said valve, manual means for rotat-_ 

‘ ing said valve and manual means for raising 
20 

25 

said valve to close said opening. ' _ 
2. In y-a'n acetylene generator, the combi 

nation'of a carbidevalve and feeding mech 
anism comprising: a carbide hopper having 
.a gravity feed opening; a valve seat in said 
opening; a valve disposed below said open 
ing and adapted to engage said seat to close 
said opening; an apron extending down 

- wardly from the periphery of said valve and 
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. table partially by gravity. 

having vertical slots therein; an annular 
shelf disposed about‘said apron; a spider 
rotatably mounted within said apron; arms 
projecting from said spider through the 
slots in‘said apron- and across the face of 
said annular shelf; means for rotating said 

' valve; and means for lifting said valve to 
close said opening. 

3. A combination as de?ned in claim 2 in 
which said spider arms are ?exible._ 

4. In-an acetylene generator, the combi 
nation of: a gas generating tank; a carbide 
bunker having a valve openin communicat 
ing with'said generating tan ; a yieldable‘ 
packing member surrounding said opening; 
a valvemember disposed beneath said open 
lng; means for raising said valve member 
to form a moisture-tight seal between said‘ 
generating tank and said carbide bunker; 
and means for feeding into said generating 
tank carbide discharged through said‘ open 
ing, said feeding means being disposed out 
of the path of movement of'said valve. 

5. In an acetylene generator, the combi 
nation of: a gas generating tank; a carbide 
bunker having a valve opening communicat 
ing with said enerating tank; a valve mem 
bcr disposed eneath said opening between 
the mouth of the ‘bunker and a table when in 
open position and adapted to control the 
passage of carbide therethrough'; and a 
feeding mechanism including a‘table ele— 
ment and a sweeping element adapted to be 
rotated relative to each other, the carbide 
being transferred from said valve to said _ 
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6.-In an acetylene generator, the combi 
nation of: a gas generating tank; a carbide 
bunker having a valve opening communicat 
ing with said generating tank; a_ valve 
member disposed beneath said" opening be. 
tween the mouth of the bunker and a table 
when in open. position and adapted'to con 
trol the passage of carbide therethrough;'a 
feeding mechanism including a table element 
and a sweeping element adaptedto be ro 
tated relative to each other, the carbide be 
ing transferred from said valve to said table 
partially by gravity; and a shaft for operat 
ing said valve and rotating one of said feed 
ing mechanism elements relative to the other. 

7. In an acetylene generator, the combi 
nation of: a gas generating tank; a carbide ’ 
bunkerhaving a valve opening communicat 
ing with said generating tank; yieldable 
packing a member- surrounding said opening ; 
a rotatable valve member disposed beneath 
said opening; means for raising said valve 
member to form a moisture-tight seal be 
tween said generating tank and' said carbide 
bunker; and means for feeding into said 
generating tank carbide discharged through 
said opening, said feeding means being dis 
posed out of the path of movement of said 

‘valve. ' ¥ . , 

-8. In an acetylene generator, the combi 
nation of: a gas generating tank; a carbide 
bunker having a valve opening communicat 
ing with said generating tank; a rotatable 
valve member disposed beneath said opening 
between the mouth of the bunker and a‘table 
when in open position and adapted to con 
trol the passage of carbide therethrou h; 
and a feeding mechanism including a ta le 
element and a sweeping element adapted 
to be rotated relative to each other, the car 
bide being transferred from said valve to 
said table partially by gravity. 

9. In an acetylene generator, the combi 
nation of: a gas generating tank; a carbide 
bunker having a valve openin communicat 
ing with said generating tan ; a valve for 
controlling said opening; a carbide feeding 
mechanism, associated with said valve; a 
shaft for operating said valve and said feed-' 
ing mechanism; a gas operated motor; 
means for connecting said motor to said 
shaft for driving said feeding mechanism; 
means for manually driving said feeding 
mechanism throu h said shaft; and manu 
ally operated shi ing means for disengag 
ing the motor from driving relation with 
said shaft and engaging the last aforemen 
tioned means with said shaft. . 

10. A combination as de?ned in claim 9 
in which the shifting means is manually 
operable to disengage said shaft from both 
motor and manual feeding mechanism op 
erating means, and to move said shaft to 
close said valve. - 
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11. A combination as de?ned in claim 2 In testimony whereof, we have hereunto 10 
in which means is provided for adjusting set our hands at Los Angeles, California, 
the open position of’said valve to vary the this 22nd day of June, 1926. 
size of said gravity feed opening. 

12. A combination as de?ned in claim 9 CLARENCE J. COBERLY. 
in which the means for controllin the valve ROBERT G. WULFF. 
opening also, disengages said fee ing mech- WALTER H. HOLLAND. 
anisni trom the gas motor and the manually 
operable means. 


